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INTRODUCTION

Since its discovery in the 1990s the understanding of the expansion of the universe remains one of the
key question of the modern cosmology.  Euclid, an ESA medium class mission has been designed to
understand the accelerated expansion of the universe. Thanks to galaxy clustering and weak lensing
studies, Euclid will be able to measure with high precision the shape of more than one billion galaxies
and accurate redshifts  of more than ten millions galaxies. These measurements will allow us to
determine the constraints over the dark energy equation of state parameters [w0,wa] and compute the
so called Figure of Merit (FoM) defined as proportionnal to the inverse of the surface contour given by
these two parameters. 

As the data aren’t yet available (launch 2021), the IST is the most active group involved in forecasting
activities which consists in predicting the 1σ errorbar on the cosmological parameters. The standard
method used to make the forecasts is the Fisher approach which is the «  fast  » called method
compared to MCMC sampling. As the Fisher approach relies on derivatives computation (mostly
numerical)  we propose here a way to study the validity of the Fisher formalism on the spectroscopic
probe by checking the minimal numerical precision required to get stable FoM and contours.This
precision is directly linked to stability and convergence tests is order to check which steps size give the 
most stable results.  

Required accuracy
● What precision is needed between two

Fisher matrices to agree?
● We perturbate each lower triangle

Fisher cells as follows :
  F[i,j] = F[i,j] + (1+ε*N(0,1)) with F[i,j] the
Fisher matrix elements, ε the amplitude
of the random perturbation (here 1e-5 <
ε < 0.1 logspaced), N(0,1) a normal
distribution centered on 0, of variance 1. 
● For each ε value 10,000 draws are

performed on the normal distribution.
The Fisher matrix is kept symmetric.

● Pessimistic case as the correlation
between the parameters is lost.

Stability and convergence
● Which steps do we choose for each

cosmological parameters ?
● We perform standards convergence

and stability tests to check the range
steps for which the results produced
are stable. We consider the optimal
derivatives values as the ones for
which the relative errors between the
15pts and the 13pts stencil is the
lowest one. The reference taken is the
value of the 15pts derivative.

● Upper left : 10,000 draws for an ε=1e-5 always give the same FoM as the non perturbated matrix.
● Upper center : For ε=2e-4, 1% of the draws give a relative error > 10%. 
● Upper right  : Around ε=1e-3, two thirds of the draws give a FoM with a relative error > 10%. Some

draws drive to singular matrices.
● Lower right  : At ε=2e-4 the perturbated contours (red) don’t change much according to the non

perturbated contours (blue). For higher ε values the change of the contours become significant. The
minimum precision needed to not change the contours is around 0.02%. 

● Some contours are more sentisive to the variation of the Fisher matrix than others which suggest a
parameter sensitivity dependence.

● Lower left : A small error on the FoM can give huge differences on the contours.

● We proposed here a simple approach to determine the accuracy needed to correctly compute
(numerically speaking) a Fisher matrix. We took here the spectroscopic Euclid Fisher matrix computed
with SpecSAF (Spectroscopic Super Accurate Forecast) a code validated by the IST.
 

● Accuracy required to see only differences on the contours : epsilon~2e-4 (~2e-2% precision) :

→ better accuracy than 0.02 % —> stable
→ worse accuracy than 0.02 % —> can be not stable

● Two criteria to validate numerical derivatives : convergence and stability. A stable algorithm doesn’t
mean that it converges! Both conditions have to be fulfilled.

● Large steps : the derivatives aren’t stable and don’t converge. Relative differences often > 100% (can
reach many thousand %) differences against small steps. We often get negative/positive derivatives
values whereas the true value is obviously positive/negative by viewing the function we derive.

→ Large steps give unstable contours.

●  Small steps : the derivatives always fulfill the stability criteria. Compared to the 15pts optimum of
convergence the accuracy stay high even in the numerical noise

→ Small steps always give very stable contours.

●  Other criteria to validate a Fisher : comparison with MCMC chains? The preliminary results show 
that the constraints agree well with MCMC chains for a limited set of parameters (2% relative errors on
the constraints) in the cases where the Fisher formalism is step independent for a (near) bloc diagonal
Fisher matrix (small correlations). Once the number of parameters increases (higher correlations) the
Fisher approach becomes step dependent. Further comparisons with MCMC in the step dependent
cases should give the degree of confidence we can grant to the Fisher approach. 

Upper figures
● The highest order derivatives methods lead to faster and more efficient convergence.
● The stability horizontal line doesn’t mean that the convergence is reached. Both plots are needed to

validate the forecast.
● For this single derivative shown here the red line gives the 0.02% precision level which

correspond to a minimal step around 1e-4 for the 3pts stencil and 5-7e-4 (~3e-3 most of the
time) for highest points method.
     

Lower figures
● Right  : The FoM is very unstable for high derivative steps. The stability of the FoM is reached

around 2-3e-3 which is in good agreement with the minimal step size required for most of the
derivatives computed.

● Left : For stable FoM values (range of steps lower than 3e-3) all the contours are very stable.
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